ANTHONY   EDEN
Eden never did anything to placate the Press that was likely
to be hostile to him. There was already a large number of
imaginative journalists eagerly prophesying his early down-
fall. It was good news value to identify the hated League of
Nations with a hated personality. As far back as April the
Daily Mail was forecasting Eden's removal in favour of
Halifax. Another paper did its best to send him to Holly-
wood, circulating rumours of a lucrative film contract. A big
director had apparently * discovered ' him, and had sensed a
great future for him as Clive Brook's double! But not only
at home was the destructive element at work. The military
significance of Geneva was melting away. Its political
prestige was in cold storage. Even its moral authority was
mocked.
The Nazis were giving trouble in Danzig, and in
the last resort the responsibility for order rested with the
League. Eden presided when Danzig was on the Council's
agenda. The various interested parties stated their case. Then
Dr. Greiser, the Nazi President of the Danzig Senate, pro-
ceeded to make an outrageous speech, full of violence and
bravado. At the end of it all he clicked both heels together
and gave Eden and Beck the Nazi salute. There was loud
laughter in the Press Gallery, at which Greiser turned to-
wards the gallery and, in Times language, * cocked a snook'.
There was immediate and prolonged uproar, which was only
quelled by Eden, who said he had not seen the incident but
thought it became everyone's dignity to take no notice. It
was a triviality, perhaps, but it symbolized in the minds of
many the sort of treatment those who believed in third party
judgment might expect from Nazis and others whose political
philosophy extended from the neck downwards.
In the middle of July Eden took a well-deserved rest from
the hateful sequence of crisis and disillusion. But even his
holiday was suspect. Rumours had been spread about that

